
Interim Expedited Procedure for Renewing Mission Critical Software Contracts 
 

In an effort to assist campuses while CUNY’s software procurement process is redesigned, renewals of 
existing software contracts critical to teaching/learning/student success/research can be renewed in an 
expedited manner for the 2018-2019 academic year as detailed below. The attached chart illustrates 
the expedited process. 

 

Software contracts excluded from this expedited procedure include: 

 new acquisitions 
 RF purchased products to be paid with RF funds 

 Renewals that don’t qualify for procurement methods below 
 

In CUNY’s existing software procurement procedure, the following steps are required: 
 

1. End User Submits a Requisition into CUNYfirst along with attachments, such as justifications 
and/or budgetary quotes or agreements 

2. Requisition is approved by the Campus IT and Budget departments [within CUNYfirst internal 
processes] 

3. A College Buyer is assigned the Requisition 
4. The College Buyer reviews the requisition and selects a procurement method^ 
5. College Buyer confers with Legal on terms and conditions, CIS on information security, as 

well as their College IT Departments, as necessary 

6. The College Buyer completes procurement processes which includes negotiation of price 
7. A Purchase Order is Issued and sent to vendor and end-user 

 
For the Interim Expedited Procurement Procedure, the following procurement methods^ can be used: 

 
a. OGS/DOITT/GSA Contract renewals: The NYS Office of General Services, NYC Department of 

Information Technology and Telecommunications, and Federal General Services Administration 
each enter into contracts with software providers and resellers. These contracts are usually 
already negotiated between the government entity and the vendor, thus college buyers who 
identify a renewal of this type of contract can move from step 4 directly to 6 above. 

 

b. Existing contracts with renewals already built in: These are contracts of multi-year duration and 
renewal terms are already included within the contract. In this case, college buyers who identify 
this type of contract can move from step 4 directly to 7 above. 

 

c. Existing contracts with no renewals built in with a value of under $50,000 for one year: If a 
product can be justified as a single/sole source (e.g., there are no competitive products, or to 
change products now would be too costly and too long of a process to implement now), in step 
4 above, the college buyer can issue a Request For Quotes (RFQ) to the vendor with the 
attached software license terms and conditions established by CUNY and skip step 5 above. 
Under the terms of the RFQ and attached terms and conditions, any additional terms and 
conditions returned by the vendor with their quote or as a click-through cannot modify or 
supersede CUNY’s terms and conditions. Once an acceptable quote is received by the college 
buyer, they can proceed to step 7 above. 
Existing contracts with no renewals built in with a value of $50,000 or over for one year: after 
the college buyer advertises the procurement, the process is the same as above. 
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Contracts under $50,000 x x x x  x x x 

Contracts over $50,000 x x x x x x x x 
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